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Executive Summary
INSIGHT WP7 concerns policy assessment and the evaluation of the models for a specific set of scenarios in the
cities of Madrid, London, Rotterdam and Barcelona. After discussions with the city representatives, the scenario
selected for the city of Rotterdam, the Netherlands, concerned re-densification of the city centre.
Many cities across the world have experienced the process of suburbanisation, which tends to lead to increased
travel times and therefore emissions. Re-densification is a policy that is expected to reduce travel distances.
This report presents the results of the Albatross model system to explore if and to what extent re-densification
indeed reduces overall mobility. The scenarios about re-densification concern higher residential density as well
as the combination of higher residential density and an increased concentration of jobs, following the
professionals advice/ interest from the city, allowing the examination of how these two options influence
people’s mobility indicators.
The results of the application of the Albatross model system indicate that a higher population density in the
central area of the city does not affect the travel indicators much or even leads to worse indicators. A
simultaneous re-densification of population and employment in the majority of the cases tends to result in
lower travel indicators.
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1. Introduction
Activity-travel patterns and land use are strongly correlated. The spatial distribution of land use defines the
options that people have to become engaged in activities, both mandatory and discretionary. At the same time,
land use configurations in combination with achievable speeds within the transportation system and the choice
of transport mode define the space-time constraints within which individuals and households need to schedule
their activities. This interdependency between land use and transport is the very reason to formulate integrated
land use-transportation models and sets the background for the development of activity-based models of travel
demand (Rasouli and Timmermans, 2014).
Albatross is an example of a model system that predicts activity-travel patterns as a function of land use,
characteristics of the transportation system and the institutional context. In this report, we document the
application of this model system to a set of re-densification scenarios formulated for the city of Rotterdam, the
Netherlands. In the context of sustainable development of cities and transport systems, higher densities are
supposed to have a positive impact for a variety of reasons. First, higher density means, ceteris paribus, shorter
distances. Second, in turn, shorter distances mean that individuals may consider choosing slow transport
modes. Third, higher density may stimulate increased trip chaining, which will also lead to a reduction in vehicle
miles travelled. Fourth, concentration around the transportation network may also increase the attractiveness
of public transport.
On the other hand, needs and preferences of different segments of the population may differ. Moreover,
characteristics of current activity schedules may be dominant. As a result, on balance the impact is not a priori
known and should be investigated using a model that allows the prediction of activity-travel patterns of
individuals and households in response to changes in density and that is based on validated behavioural
principles. Albatross is an advanced model that allows such prediction and that has been derived from data
about household activity-travel schedules.
The city of Rotterdam is used as the case study to illustrate the principles of the approach, and assess the
effectiveness of re-densification policies in reducing vehicle miles travelled, shares of transport modes and
related performance indicators. Different scenarios describe possible re-densification involving both housing
and jobs.
This report is organised as follows. First, we will summarise the Albatross model system, which is an example of
a so-called computational process model which predicts which activities will be conducted where, when, for
how long, the transport mode chosen and the travel party. The model predicts individual activity-travel patterns
which can be aggregated to calculate system-wide performance indicators such as vehicle miles travelled,
market shares of transport modes, etc. Then, we will describe the various scenarios of re-densification. Next, we
report the effects of the formulated re-densification scenarios on activity-travel patterns, summarised in terms
of the selected system-wide performance indicators. This report is finalised with discussions.
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2. Albatross
Unlike most other activity-based models, Albatross is not based on the principle of utility-maximising behaviour,
but rather assumes that individuals demonstrate context-dependent heuristic behaviour in the sense that their
choices probabilistically depend on context. It is based on the behavioural theory that in case of repetitive
behaviour and large solution spaces, human decision-making relies on heuristics. When implementing activitytravel decisions, individuals experience and learn the consequences of their decisions, and may try alternative
options. Individual choice behaviour is assumed driven by condition-action rules, which indicate which action
will be taken (which choice will be made) under a specific set of conditions. Rather than evaluating exhaustively
all possible activity-travel patterns and choose the pattern that maximises utility, choice behaviour emerges
from learning and is based on heuristic condition-action rules, which are activated according to some
probability.
Let Ci represent condition variable i, CSik be the condition state of the i-th variable in decision rule or heuristic k,
CDi be the condition domain of the i-th condition variable and Ak the action/choice triggered by firing the k-th
rule (k = 1, 2, …, K). A condition-action rule can be expressed as:
if Ci ∈ CSik ∀ 𝑖 then apply/execute action Ak
An action concerns a particular decision that is made to transform an activity agenda into an activity-travel
sequence in time and space, such as, for example, the decision to conduct a particular activity or not, the
decision who uses the car in the household, the decision when to start and end an activity, the decision to chain
activities or not, etc. A condition state specifies a subset of the domain of the condition variable. If the condition
variable is an interval or ratio variable, the condition state specifies a sub-range of the variable’s domain. If the
condition variable is ordinal, the condition states specify a subset of ranked ordered subsets of the domain of
the condition variable. In case of nominal condition variable, the condition states may specify any (unordered)
subset of the domain.
Different formalisms such as if-then else rules, decision trees and decision tables, can be used to represent the
condition-action rules. Albatross is based on decision trees, in which columns represent the condition states and
the final row the action1. This formalism was chosen because it is easier to proof and control that each rule set
meets the requirements of completeness, consistency and exhaustiveness. Completeness means that at least
one rule is activated for any set of conditions. Consistency implies that no more than one rule is linked to any
possible combination of states of the condition variables Ci. Exhaustiveness means that a rule is specified for all
possible combinations of condition states across condition variables.
Behaviourally, it is assumed that individuals experience the outcomes of their decisions and thus learn which
action is adequate under which set of conditions. By experiencing the world, they will be able to cognitively
discriminate between condition states that trigger certain behaviour. Under initial conditions, an individual
lacks any knowledge about the domain. Hence, each conditional variable only has a single condition state,

1

This section is extracted from Rasouli (2016). A decision table represents the conditions and actions in tabular format, whereas a decision tree is a visual
representation of the Boolean expressions. We will use these terms interchangeably in the remainder of this document.
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which covers the entire domain of the corresponding condition variable. Consequently, choice behaviour would
be purely random.
Let Aqk be response option q (q = 1,2, …, Q) of rule k. Then, this mechanism can be expressed as
1

𝑖𝑓 𝐶𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝐷𝑖 ∀𝑖 → 𝑝(𝐴𝑞𝑘) = 𝑄
Therefore, every possible set of conditions states will activate this single rule. Activating a rule means that the
individual will learn about his environment and will discriminate states on one or more condition variables that
lead to different actions. Such discrimination implies a splitting of the domain of these condition variables into
states s (s = 2, 3, …, 𝑆𝑖 ), and replacing the initial rule by a set of new, more specified, rules:
if Cis ∈ CSik ∈ 𝐶𝐷𝑖 ∀ 𝑖; 𝑠 > 1 ∃ 𝑖 then choose Ak
where Ak is an action rule defined for the combination of condition states.
Because the process of discrimination involves a splitting of the domain, it follows that for each condition
variable i:
 CSis = CDi ∀ 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑖
and
 CSis = ∅ ∀ 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑖
In principle, this process of splitting can continue until each condition state defines a single nominal or ordinal
value or the unit used for the interval and ratio variables. More realistically, an intermediate level of splitting
will occur, to define the decision heuristics that people apply.
The discussion thus far has concentrated on deterministic rules. However, for reasons similar to those in utilitymaximising models, it is more realistic to account for heterogeneity in decision heuristics and probabilistic
choice processes by using probabilistic decision tables or decision trees rather than deterministic ones. Let fkq
denote the observed number of cases of response q at leaf node k and Nk be the total number of cases at that
node. Then (Arentze & Timmermans 2004),
0, if 𝑞 violates one or more constraints
if 𝐶𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝑆𝑖𝑠𝑘 ∈ 𝐶𝐷𝑖 ∀𝑖 → 𝑝(𝐴𝑞𝑘 ) = {

𝑓𝑞𝑘
∑ ′ 𝑓𝑞′𝑘
𝑞

In principle, various tree induction methods may be used to extract the tree or decision table from activitytravel diary or travel survey data. The decision tables used in Albatross are derived from choice observations in
the National Travel Survey (MON) using a CHAID-based induction method. This method finds the minimum set
of decision rules that best describes the observed choice observations by recursively splitting observations on
the states of the condition variables. A Chi-square based test of significance is used to identify the split in each
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step of this process. In case of a continuous variable, a similar tree construction process is used. However, in
that case, an F-statistic is used to evaluate possible ways of splitting the tree.
Every decision table represents a set of decision heuristics that applies to a single step in the assumed decision
making process, which is captured by a process model. One may argue that this process model underlying the
Albatross system is also part of model uncertainty. It is true that indeed a different process model will result in a
different set of predicted activity-travel patterns. During the development process of the model system,
alternative structures have been tested. Ultimately, the final structure was the one with the best goodness-offit. Later, several PhD candidates examined the effects of alternative and simplified sequences of decision tables
and even alternative formalisms (e.g., Janssens et al., 2004; Moons et al., 2005a, 2005b; Sammour et al., 2012).
Therefore, this aspect of model uncertainty will not be re-addressed in this study.
The Albatross model system consists of a series of 27 decision tables. Each decision table captures one step in
the assumed scheduling process model. Each choice facet (activity participation, destination, timing and
duration, transport mode, travel party) is simulated in successive steps according to a priority-based scheduling
process in which mandatory activities are scheduled first and discretionary activities are scheduled next.
Choices made at a particular stage depend on previous choices and on future possibilities.
The process model is based on the assumption that the scheduling of the activities on the agenda of a
household is organised around the mandatory and fixed activities, such as work and study. Thus, the scheduling
process for any specific day starts by deciding for each adult of the household whether an adult will work on
that particular day, which will also define the location of the work activity. Next, it is decided which
transportation mode will be used to go to work. In case of two-adult, car-deficient households, this step may
involve the decision which adult will take the car. After all mandatory activities have been scheduled the
discretionary, flexible activities are scheduled. Considering the scheduled activities at previous steps, it is
decided whether a discretionary activity will be added, what type of activity will be added, how long it will take,
when it will start and who will join.
Once the maximum number of activities has been scheduled, subject to a set of constraints, such as action
space and opening hours, it is decided whether trips are chained. Because trip chaining may free up time, an inhome activity will be added to the schedule. In addition, for all non-primary work related trips and trip chains,
the transportation mode is predicted for both trip episodes surrounding (a sequence of consecutive) activities.
Finally, the location where the activities are conducted is decided.
Although this scheduling process may vary between individuals, individuals are assumed to share the same
process to avoid the model becoming too complex. Each decision table, however, includes a subset of the sociodemographic variables, implying that scheduling decisions depend on the included socio-demographic variables.
In addition, activity-travel choices are subject to a set of spatial-temporal, institutional and household
constraints. It is exactly this feature that makes error propagation in the model obscure.
Albatross incorporates dynamic constraints (space-time prisms) to check the feasibility of decision options in
each step of the scheduling process, such as for example whether or not an activity fits in a given time slot
considering the required travel times, the minimum duration of the activity, the possible locations for
conducting the activity, the opening hours of facilities, etc. As a result, predicted activity-travel patterns satisfy
the following set of constraints: (i) situational constraints which impose that a person or transport mode cannot
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be at different locations at the same time; (ii) institutional constraints, such as opening hours, which dictate the
earliest and latest possible times to conduct a particular activity; (iii) household constraints, such as bringing
children to school, which dictate when particular activities need to be performed and others cannot be
performed; (iv) spatial constraints which enforce that particular activities cannot be performed at particular
locations; (v) time constraints which limit the number of feasible activity patterns in the sense that activities do
require some minimum duration and both the total amount of time and the amount of time for discretionary
activities is limited, and (vi) spatial-temporal constraints which delineate the action space of an individual at
subsequent steps in the scheduling process.
As said, the decision tables are imputed from the National Travel Survey Data. Using the Albatross model
system for prediction means that the sequence of 27 decision tables is activated according to the assumed
process model. Each individual is processed and classified to one of the leaf nodes of the decision tree. Action
states are simulated based on the Monte Carlo draws. Unlike many other activity-based models of travel
demand, Albatross includes a series of dynamic constraints. Consequently, the model checks, depending on
individual attributes and the state of the current schedule, whether any of these constraints are violated and
the decision is infeasible.
In summary, Albatross predicts a daily activity-travel schedule for each household and its adult members. The
model predicts which activities are conducted, where, when and for how long, the transport mode and travel
party involved, subject to several types of constraints. The individual activity-travel sequences have a temporal
resolution of one minute and a spatial resolution of four-digit postal areas. Individual space-time sequences are
aggregated to derive aggregate performance indicators such as total and average kilometres travelled, shares of
transport modes, etc. Because the primary concern of the model is travel demand, path or route choice is not
simulated. However, individual activity-travel patterns can be temporally and spatially aggregated into timedependent OD matrices, which can be used as input in any traffic assignment algorithm.

© INSIGHT Consortium
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3. Study area
Rotterdam is a city in South Holland, the Netherlands, located geographically within the Rhine–Meuse–Scheldt
river delta at the North Sea. It slowly grew into a major logistic and economic centre. Its main road network
links the harbour in the West to the East of the Country, while another major highway runs North-South.
Nowadays, it is home to Europe's largest port and has a population of 624,799 (2014, city proper), ranking
second in the Netherlands. The Greater Rijnmond area is home to approximately 1.4 million people and the
Rotterdam The Hague urban area makes for the 168th most populous urban area in the world. Rotterdam is
part of the yet larger Randstad conurbation with a total population of 7,100,000. The analysis includes 64 four
digit post code area. Figure 1 shows the position of Rotterdam in the Netherlands and Figure 2 presents the
related post code areas.

Figure 1. Position of Rotterdam in Netherlands

© INSIGHT Consortium
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Figure 2. 4-digit post code area in Rotterdam
As for the structure of land use and the transportation network, a major centre for jobs is the harbour.
Rotterdam used to be the biggest seaport in the world, only recently surpassed by Singapore and Shanghai. It is
however still the main port for Europe and the starting point for subsequent travel by road and rail.
The city was heavily damaged during the Second World War, which led to the development of a new city centre.
The central business district of Rotterdam consists of mostly banks, shops and offices. More recently,
investment in real estate further enhanced the prevalence of the CBD. This year the Central Station was
renovated, accentuating the accessibility of the CBD by train. In addition to the banks, pedestrianised shopping
streets like the Lijnbaan make the city centre the main area for retail and entertainment.
Surrounding the city centre is a zone of main residential development, for the most part with relatively low class
inhabitants. In some sense, this is a transition zone, with the height of the buildings, number of shops and
public facilities gradually decreasing.
Towards the outer zone residential density becomes lower. Size of lots tends to increase. Similar to Dutch
planning practice, residential districts tend to have all basic facilities and shops within walking distance.
Liberalisation of location policy, however, also led to the development of major peripheral shopping malls and
entertainment centres.
As for the transportation system, regional, national and international trains stop at the Central Station close to
the city centre. National trains also stop at some other main stations in the region. The metro system is not
extensive. Most districts are served by bus. Close to the city centre, major national highways connect. On the
one hand, it improves the accessibility of the central area; on the other hand it also serves as a kind of barrier to
and from outer residential districts.
© INSIGHT Consortium
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4. Policies
Given the aim of this study, it is not the intention to have a detailed discussion of historical urban planning
policies in the city of Rotterdam. Rather, to provide sufficient background, we highlight particular aspects of
current and past policies.
Traditionally, urban planning and design have played an important and pivotal role in the shaping of Dutch cities
and urban scenery. Faced with a big population, relative to the available land and much of the land below water
levels, urban planning was deemed necessary to best use the scarce land and optimise quality of life. In this
context, the concept of neighbourhood has been important. Official planning norms indicated that basic
facilities like shops, schools, etc. had to be located within 750 m. Neighbourhoods, in that sense, were units
with adequate amenities and facilities for daily life.
At the same time, city centres were viewed as the location for jobs and high-end retail that need a larger
market. Policies protected the central areas and did not allow for many years the development of commercial
areas outside the centres and neighbourhoods. Only after rapidly growing demand, regional, planned shopping
centres were allowed in line with the concept of a functional hierarchy of shopping centres.
Due to the economic crisis of the late 1980s and a shift in policies to the right, in line with the general
movement of liberalisation of policies, spatial policies also became more liberal. As part of this process, retail
development at peripheral locations was allowed under some conditions. In the beginning, because these
stores require a lot of space in the city centres, furniture, home appliances, etc. were allowed to locate in more
peripheral areas. However, slowly other types of development crept in.
Another major development in this wave of liberalisation was the building of offices along highways. While
before highways were surrounded by farmland and green spaces, increasingly stretches of offices, showrooms
and other land uses appeared.
On the other hand, under the general umbrella of sustainable development and transport, several urban and
transportation policies have been implemented to reduce mobility. For example, the ABC policy (a policy which
allowed different densities and parking norms for most central stations A, substations B and local stations C)
and later policies of transit-oriented development have stimulated high-density development (with spatial
varying parking norms) around train stations.
In addition, Rotterdam went through several stages of urban re-generation (Mak and Stouten, 2014). After a
stage of urban renewal with slum clearance operations and displacing residents from these urban areas and a
stage of urban regeneration, market-driven policies were entertained. These policies were effectuated in
different programs. The so-called Big City policies and the strategic neighbourhood-based approach aimed at
combatting inner-city deprivation by strengthening the economic potential of the city and its neighbourhoods.
More recently, a higher degree of integration of social, economic and building policies can be observed. Building
programs and social policy are aimed at increased variation in income, nationality and household composition.
The following quote from the city’s current Spatial Development Strategy summarise the policy background of
this study on the application of the Albatross model system: “To keep playing a significant role in the
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international competition among urban regions, Rotterdam will have to employ a strategy that not only aims at
the development of the knowledge and services economy but can also guarantee an appealing residential and
social climate capable of attracting more graduates and creative workers. The urgency is great, because the
time span during which it will still be possible to take advantage of the growth of the (working) population and
the accompanying demand for housing is short: about 15 years from now on”.

© INSIGHT Consortium
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5. Scenarios
In consultation with the representative of the city in this project, several scenarios were developed. To illustrate
the potential of the modelling approach, these scenarios were concerned with the issue of re-densification. A
common approach in urban planning, exemplified by the New Urbanism Movement in the USA, is to increase
the density of land use and the land use mix to create the circumstances that people can switch from cars to
slow modes and to allow trip chaining. Although at first glance this sounds logical, in reality the success of this
policy depends on the extent to which transport mode and other travel choice decisions are truly influenced by
the properties of the built environment. While the opposite is true – long distance prohibits the use of slow
modes – the validity of this assumption is not: even though distances are short, people can still use their cars if
they can afford it and don’t face any constraints. Moreover, the overall effect at the level of a city or city region
depends on the spatial distribution of different land uses. Re-densification may imply that some people travel
shorter distance, but a larger number of people may need to travel longer distances. Also, overall trip length
may be disproportionally higher. In other words, the net effect of re-densification depends on complex
dependencies related to how individuals and households organise their daily activities in time and space.
To investigate the influence of intensifying the density of the population as well as employment, the next 6
scenarios were formulated:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

increase of the population in the central areas of Rotterdam by 3 per cent,
increase of the population in the central areas of Rotterdam by 5 per cent,
increase of the population in the central areas of Rotterdam by 10 percent,
increase of the population in the central areas of Rotterdam by 3 per cent and an increase of 3 per
cent of the employment in these areas,
increase of the population in the central areas of Rotterdam by 5 per cent and an increase of 5 per
cent of the employment in these areas,
increase of the population in the central areas of Rotterdam by 10 percent and an increase of 10 per
cent of the employment in these areas.

Because the focus is on evaluating the policies and not a specific increase of population (and employment) in
the central areas, the increase in employment and/or population in the central areas was accompanied with a
proportional decrease of employment and/or population in the non-central areas of Rotterdam.

© INSIGHT Consortium
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Table 1. Considered areas in the centre and periphery for the analysis
Central Post Code area
Municipality Subzone
375
865
375
866
375
866
375
867
375
867
375
867
375
858
375
859
375
860
375
860
375
868
375
868
375
868
375
852
375
853
375
854
375
855
375
856
375
857
375
850
375
869

Population Employment

PCA
3011
3012
3013
3014
3015
3016
3021
3022
3023
3024
3031
3032
3033
3034
3035
3036
3037
3038
3039
3041
3061

6864
2846
529
4011
1414
573
5676
4550
4342
3231
4393
3372
2477
6250
3552
4449
3830
4675
5777
29
8672

29713
19074
10048
4648
11820
6284
3678
1739
2141
5480
1385
3165
1428
3619
1852
777
1085
701
1858
762
1942

Non-Central Post Code area
Municipality Subzone PCA
375
861
375
862
375
863
375
850
375
850
375
851
375
845
375
845
375
847
375
847
375
870
375
870
375
873
375
874
375
887

3025
3026
3027
3042
3044
3045
3051
3052
3054
3055
3062
3063
3071
3072
3087

Population Employment

3756
3798
4901
4640
68
373
3774
3051
3442
3447
3613
5130
7640
5995
809

1095
1066
586
1458
9532
4353
5267
936
2422
1293
8056
5181
3003
3853
5794

Table 1 lists the 4 digit post code areas of the centre along with the corresponding municipalities for which the
population/ employment increases. It also lists on the right side the immediate areas next to the centre for
which the population/ employment decreases.
Although it should be noted that these policies are hypothetical, nevertheless they are in line with the existing
vision of Rotterdam. To quote the Strategic Vision of the City: “building within the existing city means that
Rotterdam has set a targets for itself to increase the density of housing stock by 56,000 dwellings at inner urban
sites”. The focus on the centre as a job creator is reflected in the statement “The strategy towards the city
centre comprises four steps:
(1) increasing the general standard of public space and slow, traffic routes;
(2) strengthening the quality of life and the identity of various districts in the city center;
(3) phased transformation of a limited number of prime locations
- Wilhelminapier
- Stationskwartier/Lijnbaan
- Erasmus Medical Centre
- De Boompjes
into great crowd-pullers;
(4) securing the permanent accessibility of the city”.
© INSIGHT Consortium
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6. Application
The scenarios which were formulated concern the influence of changing the population/ employment intensity
in the central part of Rotterdam. Their effect on mobility patterns was assessed in terms of the following citywide performance indicators:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

total distance travelled,
total travel time,
total number of trips,
distribution of transport modes.

In addition, these performance indicators were broken down by transport modes and activity. Further
breakdowns will not be reported here but are accessible in the visualisation deliverable of the project. The
application of the model involved the following steps
Step 1: creation of the synthetic population
The application of the Albatross model system is based on the simulation of individual activity-travel patterns
and hence requires individual profiles as input. However, such data are not available. Therefore, these profiles
need to be synthesised from available data sources. This is accomplished such that correlation structures in a
sample are copied in the multidimensional individual and/or corresponding household characteristics, while the
aggregation of individual and household characteristics is consistent with available aggregate statistical data.
The synthetic population of the city of Rotterdam was constructed using the approach that was also used to
create the national synthetic population for the Netherlands (Arentze et al., 2008). Following Beckman et al.
(2005), iterative proportional fitting is applied to ensure that the marginal distributions of multi-way frequency
tables of characteristics of the synthetic population are consistent with known demographic data. The method
finds cell proportions that satisfy this consistency while preserving two-way and higher-order interactions
between socio-demographic characteristics that are observed in a sample. In this study, the correlations found
in the national travel survey were used. The synthesis is more complex because Albatross is based on household
task and resource allocation processes. Consequently, the synthesis needs to generate in a consistent manner
both individual and household socio-demographic profiles. Iterative proportional fitting cannot be readily used.
To solve this problem, Arentze et al. (2008) used two relation matrices to link individuals to households. An agegroup relation matrix links four age groups by gender to three household positions/types.
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Table 2. Age-group relation matrix (Source: Arentze, et al., 2008)
Male
Age

0-14
yr

Female
15–34
yr

35–64
yr

65
+
yr

Indep.

Tot
al
Living in

0-14 yr

X1
1female
households

15–34 yr
Female

35–64 yr

2-adult households

65+ yr
Male

indep.

1-male households

living in

Males living in

Total

Y1

Y2

females
living in

X2
X3
X4
Ya

0
Y3

Y4

Yw

Xa

Xw

Table 3. Work-status relation matrix (Source: Arentze, et al., 2008)
Male
Work

Np

Female
Pt

Ft

Np
Female

Pt

2-adult households

1-male households

Ya

Male

0
living in

Total

Livin
g in

fema V1
1-female
les
houseV2
living
holds
in
V3

Ft
indep.

Indep.

Total

Males living in
W1

W2

Yw
W3

Xa

Xw

Table 1 gives an example. The rows in this matrix define the distribution of respectively female and male age
groups across household types. These types consist of being a partner of a male of one of four age groups,
being independent and ‘living in’. The next two rows represent the distributions of the ‘independent’ and ‘living
in’ male groups across age groups. Matrix columns represent these distributions for the opposite sex.
The marginals of the matrix give the total number of females per age group, the total number of independent
females, the total of females living in, the total number of males per age group, the total number of
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independent males, and the total number of males living in. Based on initial estimates of cell proportions,
iterative proportional fitting is used to derive the distribution of 24 household types including 4  4 double
households, 4 single female households and 4 single male households. Logically, nine of the cells were assumed
to have zero frequency. Because the totals of ‘independent’ and ‘living in’ groups were lacking, they had to be
derived from the known total number of households (for details, see Arentze et al., 2008)
The second relation matrix determines household distributions across types defined by work-status
combinations of persons (Table 2). A distinction is made between no work (nt), part-time work (pt) and full-time
work (ft). The first set of rows defines for each female the work-status distribution across work statuses of
males and the ‘independent’ and ‘living in’ groups.
The next two rows represent the distribution of independent and ‘living in’ groups of males across the work
status of the male. Thus, given estimates of cell counts (or cell proportions) of the population under concern,
the matrix is used to derive a distribution of 15 household types comprising 3  3 double work status groups, 3
single female work status groups and 3 single male work status groups.
Step 2: Choice of sample fraction
Simulating all individuals and households is a time-consuming exercise. Hence, often a fraction of the synthetic
population is chosen for the simulation. It raises the question which fraction should be chosen to obtain stable
results. Smaller fractions will show substantial uncertainty/fluctuation in the performance indicators.
Based on a very extensive previous study (Rasouli, 2006), a fraction of 30% of the Rotterdam synthetic
population was used as the targeted population. Figure 3 shows the distribution of this population according to
a selected set of socio-demographic variables.

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of selected characteristics of the synthetic population (30% fraction)
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Step 3: Simulating activity patterns of the current population
To create the benchmark, first the activity-travel patterns of the 30% fraction of the synthetic population with
the distribution of population and employment used to derive the model were simulated. We will not report
these results separately, but rather include them in the discussion of the effects of the scenarios.
Step 4: Simulating activity patterns under the six scenarios
Next activity patterns were predicted for each of the six scenarios using the following procedure:
1. Draw a random sample s = { s1, s2 ,.., sNF } of fraction size 𝑁𝐹 (30%) from the synthetic population;
2. Obtain for each sampled individual s, the configuration of K input variables 𝐗 𝑠 = {𝑥𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑠2 , … , 𝑥𝑠𝐾 };
3. Run for each sampled individual the agent-based model;
4. Derive the selected performance indicators by processing the predicted individual activity-travel
patterns across the sample.
Total distance, total travel time, total number of trips and distance and travel time broken down by type of
transportation mode and type of activities are extracted and compared between the base scenario and each of
the 6 scenarios.
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7. Results
The results for the three population only re-densification scenarios are reported in Table 4. In terms of the
system level indicators, it shows that total distance is the lowest for the base scenario and increasing the
population density in the central areas will increase the total distance travelled. It indicates that for the
changing distribution of the population, a higher total travel distance is involved in realising their needs,
reflected in activity-travel patterns. A specific optimum scenario based on system level indicators cannot be
recognised. Turning the attention to the changes in distance for different activity types shows that while the
distance with respect to the mandatory activities does not dramatically change and in some cases even
decreases (distance to work for the 5% increase of population and distance to business activity for all levels of
re-densification), it does only marginally change for other activity types. It indicates that distance may decrease
for most mandatory activities that are located in the central part, but increases for some other activities
(especially shopping from multiple stores and social activities significantly increases). The reason may be that
not all people do their non-grocery shopping in the city centre but at peripheral locations or run errands in
stores away from the centre. The same applies for the social activities which to some extent take place in bars
and restaurants, but also at people’s homes. The amount of change in the travel distance by different transport
modes, however, demonstrates that the largest increase happens in travelling by public transportation followed
by using car as passenger. The slow mode is only transportation mode by which the travel distance decreases.
For the total travel time, the lowest value is observed for the 3% relative increase in the central part of
Rotterdam. As for travel time by transportation mode, the highest increase belongs to the using car as
passenger followed by the public transportation. Similar to the travel distance, travel time by public
transportation is the only indicator that decreases as a result of applying scenarios. The average change in travel
time induced by changes in the population intensity is much smaller than change in travel distance, consistent
with the theoretical expectations about the strict time budgets of people during the day. In fact, the finding is in
line with an abundant amount of research in time use research. The total number of trips for the scenario of an
intercity population increase of 5% is higher than the total number of trips under the base scenario. For the two
other scenarios, the total number of trips is slightly lower implying more trip chaining in these cases. Figure 4
visualises the difference between the system level indicators of 3 scenarios and base. Figure 4 suggest that
while travel distance of the scenario involving 3% changes in population is higher than the base, travel time is
lower and the number of trips is almost the same. In the scenario for which the population is manipulated by
5%, all travel indicators are larger than the base. Finally, the scenario with 10% changes of population appeared
to have much larger distance compared to the base but close travel time and number of trips.
Table 5 provides the results for the additional three scenarios in which both population and employment are
intensified in the central areas. The general trend is a decrease in performance indicators compared to the
base. The lowest indicators are related to 3% change in the population/employment as emphasised by Figure 5.
For the distance travelled broken down by the type of activities, the biggest decline is observed for travelling for
the purpose of business activity (non-primary work related), shopping from one store (grocery shopping) and
service-related distance (Bank, Post office). This pattern is similar to the one for the first three scenarios. For
these three activity types, all scenarios give lower values for distance travelled compared to the base scenario.
The pattern of change for distance travelled by different transportation modes follows the same effects as
simulated for the previous scenarios, meaning that the distance travelled by car as a passenger is the one
increased most, followed by the distance travelled by public transportation. Similar to the previous three
scenarios, travel distance by slow mode declines in all 3 scenarios compared to the base.
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Table 4. Travel indicators of the base scenario and the 3 scenarios involving population change
Base
Total distance
(Km)
Total travel
time (Min)

3% change in population
3886269

Total distance
(Km)

6010432

Total travel
time (Min)

368402

Total number
of trips

Total number
of trips

Distance (Km)
CarD
16.98
Slow
2.28
Public
18.62
CarP
15.33
Work
18.52
Business
14.46
BrgGet
4.18
Shop1
3.53
ShopN
5.33
Service
5.81
Social
18.16
Leisure
12.70
Tour
5.31

Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.09
Slow 13.55
Public 36.70
CarP 14.74
Work 24.90
Business19.62
BrgGet 10.82
Shop1 10.72
ShopN 12.72
Service 13.31
Social 20.39
Leisure 16.74
Tour 12.25

3902906
5992527

Total travel
time (Min)

368354

Distance (Km)
CarD
17.07
Slow
2.25
Public
18.65
CarP
15.60
Work
18.58
Business
14.17
BrgGet
4.18
Shop1
3.50
ShopN
5.49
Service
5.80
Social
18.03
Leisure
12.71
Tour
5.47

5% change in population
Total distance
(Km)

Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.11
Slow 13.39
Public 36.70
CarP 14.96
Work 24.86
Business
19.12
BrgGet 10.83
Shop1 10.68
ShopN 12.79
Service 13.39
Social 20.11
Leisure 16.74
Tour 12.11

Total number
of trips

Distance (Km)
CarD
16.95
Slow
2.27
Public
18.84
CarP
15.45
Work
18.46
Business
14.00
BrgGet
4.19
Shop1
3.50
ShopN
5.22
Service
5.49
Social
19.00
Leisure
12.74
Tour
5.50

10% change in population

3909334

Total distance
(Km)

3938540

6038871

Total travel
time (Min)

6010991

370919
Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.08
Slow 13.50
Public 36.95
CarP 14.80
Work 24.89
Business
19.32
BrgGet 10.88
Shop1 10.74
ShopN 12.66
Service 12.97
Social 20.24
Leisure 16.90
Tour 12.19

Total number
of trips

Distance
CarD
17.17
Slow
2.25
Public
19.15
CarP
16.08
Work
18.69
Business
13.91
BrgGet
4.28
Shop1
3.51
ShopN
5.65
Service
5.89
Social
18.86
Leisure
12.78
Tour
5.50

367724
Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.22
Slow 13.42
Public 36.99
CarP 15.22
Work 24.91
Business
18.82
BrgGet 11.03
Shop1 10.68
ShopN 13.17
Service 13.57
Social 20.67
Leisure 16.78
Tour 12.12

60000
50000
40000
30000

Difference between 3%
change and base

20000

Difference between 5%
change and base

10000

Difference between 10%
change and base

0
Distance

Travel time

No. of trips

-10000
-20000

Figure 4. Difference between the indicators of scenarios (population only) and the base scenario
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Table 5 Travel indicators of base scenario and the 3 scenarios involving population and employment change
3% change in population and
employment

Base
Total distance
(Km)
Total travel
time (Min)
Total number
of trips

3886269
6010432
368402

Distance (Km)
CarD
16.98
Slow
2.28
Public
18.62
CarP
15.33
Work
18.52
Business
14.46
BrgGet
4.18
Shop1
3.53
ShopN
5.33
Service
5.81
Social
18.16
Leisure
12.70
Tour
5.31

Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.09
Slow 13.55
Public 36.70
CarP 14.74
Work 24.90
Business19.62
BrgGet 10.82
Shop1 10.72
ShopN 12.72
Service 13.31
Social 20.39
Leisure 16.74
Tour 12.25

Total distance
(Km)
Total travel
time (Min)
Total number
of trips

Distance (Km)
CarD
16.97
Slow
2.23
Public
18.78
CarP
15.36
Work
18.48
Business
13.86
BrgGet
4.27
Shop1
3.47
ShopN
5.47
Service
5.62
Social
18.27
Leisure
12.60
Tour
5.32

5% change in population and
employment
Total distance
(Km)
Total travel
time (Min)
Total number
of trips

3662842
5615742
347828
Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.04
Slow 13.31
Public 36.41
CarP 14.70
Work 24.72
Business
18.64
BrgGet 10.83
Shop1 10.66
ShopN 12.65
Service 13.10
Social 20.27
Leisure 16.53
Tour 11.77

Distance (Km)
CarD
17.16
Slow
2.24
Public
18.92
CarP
15.48
Work
18.74
Business
14.07
BrgGet
4.23
Shop1
3.51
ShopN
5.47
Service
5.67
Social
18.15
Leisure
12.93
Tour
5.50

3914723
5998735
368195
Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.21
Slow 13.37
Public 37.01
CarP 14.87
Work 25.05
Business
19.42
BrgGet 10.94
Shop1 10.63
ShopN 12.85
Service 13.15
Social 20.13
Leisure 16.84
Tour 12.12

10% change in population and
employment
Total distance
(Km)
Total travel
time (Min)
Total number
of trips

Distance (Km)
CarD
16.97
Slow
2.26
Public
18.27
CarP
15.54
Work
18.24
Business
14.36
BrgGet
4.03
Shop1
3.52
ShopN
5.62
Service
5.72
Social
18.25
Leisure
12.75
Tour
5.25

3872625
5974522
367901
Travel Time
(Min)

CarD 16.11
Slow 13.46
Public 36.26
CarP 14.91
Work 24.61
Business
19.50
BrgGet 10.75
Shop1 10.68
ShopN 13.07
Service 13.22
Social 20.16
Leisure 16.80
Tour 12.17

50000
0
Distance

Travel time

No. of trips

-50000
-100000

Difference between 3%
change and base

-150000
-200000
-250000
-300000

Difference between
5%+Sheet2!$18:$18 change
and base
Difference between 10%
change and base

-350000
-400000
-450000

Figure 5 Difference between the indicators of scenarios (population only) and the base scenario
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The final performance indicator concerns the distribution of transportation modes or mode shares. Results are
listed in Table 5, which clearly shows that the effect of re-densification on the distribution of transportation
modes is negligible. This finding is consistent with earlier research in the Netherlands, which showed strong
habits in mode choice and a small influence of density and mixed land use on transportation mode choice
decisions. Mode choice is primarily driven by mode preferences and constraints. Public transport users tend to
be a captive market, mostly consisting of users who cannot use the cars. Within particular distance bounds,
potential competition between modes occurs, which is mainly driven by mode preferences and kind of activity
that is involved.
Table 6: Mode share for base scenario and the 3 scenarios involving population and/or employment change

Base

CarD
Slow
Public
Carp

3% change in 5% change in 10% change in
population
population
population

141659 (38%) 142170 (39%) 142810 (39%)
159539 (43%) 159581 (43%) 161046 (43%)
26305 (7%)
26159 (7%) 26010 (7%)
40899 (12%) 40444 (11%) 41053 (11%)
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141430 (39%)
159664 (43%)
25747 (7%)
40883 (11%)

3% change in
population
and
employment
133711 (38%)
150683 (43%)
24543 (7%)
38891 (12%)

5% change in
population
and
employment
141490 (38%)
159588 (43%)
25883 (7%)
41234 (12%)

5% change in
population
and
employment
141593 (38%)
159473 (43%)
25763 (7%)
41072 (12%)
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8. Conclusion
This report describes the results of an application of one of the INSIGHT decision tools, Albatross, to redensification scenarios in Rotterdam. Six different scenarios were formulated concerned with a relative increase
in intensity of population only and population along with employment in the central areas of Rotterdam. These
scenarios were formulated such that their effect could be isolated. It should be emphasised that the scenarios
are about relative shifts in the distribution of population and employment, not about true plans of urban
growth. Findings simulate the effects on activity-travel patterns assuming the redistributed people apply the
decision heuristics embedded in the Albatross model systems, facing a changing distribution of employment
and new space-time constraints.
Interestingly, but not unexpectedly, results clearly demonstrate that the popular view that densification leads to
a reduction in mobility and a shift in the use of transport modes in favour of slow modes, is too simplistic.
Assuming that Albatross captures in a sufficiently valid way the complex interdependencies between resource
and task allocation in households and the interdependencies in the scheduling of daily activities subject to a set
of spatial-temporal and institutional constraints, re-densification of population does not always lead to a
reduction of mobility. The effect seems to be stronger when the re-densification applies to both population and
employment.
Several factors may explain this. A redistribution of the population means that for a (small) percentage, they will
be located closer to the activity locations in the centre. However, they are located further away from more
peripheral locations they prefer or need to use, such as work at other major non-central employment centres
and regional shopping centres. In addition, the distances from members of the social network are likely to
increase. In the present study, the specific scenarios lead to an increase in the kilometres travelled, mainly
caused by the fact that the extra kilometres one needs to travel for particular activities exceed the reduction
that results from a more central location.
Secondly, there is the issue of the influence of distance/travel time on the choice of activity location. Most
models use distance decay functions and then interpret the estimated function to reflect the disutility of
travellers. Applying such functions thus implies the assumption that travellers are sensitive to the smallest
difference in distance/travel time. There has been an academic discussion about the validity of this
interpretation for decades. After many tests, and several rounds of improvements, the Albatross system is not
based on such distance decay functions. In order to identify behavioural rules rather than distance decay
functions, which are heavily influenced by the size and density of the area, Albatross uses rules that are based
on distance/travel time categories. Within those categories, travellers are spatially indifferent. Thus, the system
is based on the notion that, within certain thresholds, travellers are spatially indifferent and choose activity
locations based on their size or other non-spatial attributes. It turns out that, using this assumption, the same
set of behavioural rules can be transferred from urban to rural areas without much loss in predictive
performance. It does not need much discussion to realise that a distance decay function estimated in an urban
setting does not perform well in a rural setting: the problem is that it confounds basic behavioural
preferences/principles and geometry. Within “reasonable travel times”, people choose a house that maximises
their residential utility or look for a job within reasonable travel times from their home. If people move within
the same city/region they will not stop visiting their relatives and friends simply because the distance may have
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increased a bit. Other activity locations, such as sport clubs, culture, regional malls are (relatively) unique and
hence there is no or just a marginal trade-off with distance and travel time. Consequently, based on this
empirical evidence, Albatross will predict a change in activity location only for those individuals who face a
difference in these “reasonable” travel times.
Thirdly, also the choice of transport mode is not overly sensitive to properties of the built environment such as
density. It is true to the extent that the use of certain transport modes for travel across a certain distance will
take too much time. Also in the Netherlands, there is evidence of a certain maximum time people spend on a
daily/weekly basis on travel. Thus, we see that the transport modes people may consider to use do depend on
the travel time involved: at short distance all transport modes are feasible options and then this set is gradually
reduced until for longer distances only the car and when available the train are the remaining feasible options.
At the individual level, the set is further reduced due to economic, supply or institutional context: a person
cannot afford (second) car, bike is not available, particular public transport service is not offered at all or not at
the right moment, the person does not have a driver’s license, etc. For this reason, we see that public transport
largely involves a captured audience that do not really have any serious other transport options: elderly,
students, adults of households with one car. Research has also indicated that even if people do not have a
strong preference for cars, they decide to buy one once the need arises (poor accessibility of job, more
flexibility after the arrival of a first child, etc.) and once they have a car they tend to maximise its use, rather
than use it selectively (if they can afford it).
Fourthly, the effects of mix land use should also not be exaggerated. We found evidence of substation between
activities. After working long hours, people feel an increasing need for relaxation. Whether that is achieved by
engaging in shopping, leisure or a social activity does not matter. It implies however that although the direct
built environment may offer all these opportunities, they rarely occur in combination. Very complicated activity
sequences with many different types of activities also do not occur due to mental effort involved. We noticed in
choice experiments that people had the tendency to split the sequence so that they are easier to plan, better fit
scheduled and require less effort to implement. We also found systematically that the tendency of trip chaining
is higher in less central areas with less mixed land use. The reason is that people are more forced to plan their
trips. In contrast, if people live in areas with many activity locations, there is less need of pre-planning. If they
forgot something, they just get it. Hence, although areas of mixed land use offer the potential of trip chaining,
there is this strong counterbalancing effect of making more trips because it takes less mental effort and the
gains in utility are small to begin with. In addition to the substitution and the amount of effort, there are limits
as to which activities can be combined and whether it triggers the use of other transport modes. If shopping
involves a large amount of merchandise, people tend to use the car. It is not very common to take the shopping
item to social visits or to leisure locations. Also, the timing of shopping and going out for dinner or movies do
not really lend for trip chaining. Many other examples could be provided. It is for these reasons that the
percentage of trip chains is not very high and the percentage of sequential that involves three of more different
types of activities is very small indeed.
Finally, one should be aware of the influence of a wider frame of reference. Research has shown that people
who travel a lot for some activities tend to travel less for others. People who travel a lot during the week, tend
to stay at home during the weekend, and vice versa people who travel less during the week have a greater
desire to go out and travel more and/or to more distant locations during weekend. It means that going for
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specific trips to activity patterns and going from specific day to full weeks or even months introduces a
counterbalancing effect, reducing the mobility effects of land use policies.
If re-densification of population is supplemented with a re-densification of employment, we found evidence of a
reduction of mobility. However, the effect is neither proportional nor monotonic to the degree of redensification. The reason again is the strongly non-linear properties of these complex systems. Travel is rarely a
goal in its own right. Rather, to achieve their goals in life, people made commitments and develop a particular
lifestyle. It requires them to conduct certain activities and they develop routines to schedule these activities in
time and space and cope with the travel that is necessarily involved. Because they derive the highest utility not
from the travel, but rather from the activities, including being at home, these will be dominant in their choices.
Because of this, if they have developed satisfactory routines, bounded rationality in human behaviour leads to
inertia and relative lack of adaptation unless the disutility of travel, if any, exceeds particular thresholds of
acceptance (Rasouli and Timmermans, 2014), but even in that case long term change of residence and job is the
last resort and will only considered if other solutions do not work (Psarra et al., 2016).
Results indicate that in almost all cases, for the scenarios only involving the increase in population intensity in
the centre (with the exception of total travel time and number of trips for 3% increase and total number of trips
for 10% increases), all system level performance indicators decrease, while for the scenarios involving increase
of both population and employment, in all cases except one (total distance in case of 5% increase) the overall
indicators decrease. This result suggests that manipulating relative population distribution only, without
changing the configuration of employment, may result in a less optimum situation and in fact may result in
increasing travel-related performance indicators. In turn, increasing distance travelled implies higher emissions,
energy consumption, noise and other adverse environmental effects. This emphasises the importance of jobpopulation balances within a certain range in cities. It is exactly this mechanism that suggests that if cities
become too big, multiple nuclei cities with people-job balances may be better in terms of sustainable
transportation than single centre cities.
To conclude, the results of the application of the Albatross model system to the re-densification scenarios
suggests that only the combined scenarios will have the desired effect of less distance travelled, but the effect is
expected to be small. The findings are consistent with earlier work in the Netherlands on the impact of the built
environment on travel (Snellen, 2001; Maat, 2009). The most interesting study in this regard concerned an
analysis of mobility shifts in the behaviour of people who moved to high density neighbourhoods: changes were
negligible (Hilbert & Snellen, 2009).
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